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I have spent 4-6 hours a day researching COVID-19 for over 4 months straight. Every single day. The tests 
they are using are fundamentally flawed and even the inventor of the tests has proclaimed emphatically the 
RT-PCR test should not be used to test for SARS-CoV-2. The CDC has mandated that all hospitals 
combine deaths FROM COVID-19 with deaths WITH COVID-19.

- 35% of the people infected are completely asymptomatic. 80% like myself have mild symptoms and 
recover within a couple weeks. https://sarahwestall.com/swiss-policy-research-facts-about-covid-19/?
utm_source=mailpoet&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=6-20-20+Newsletter

- In the 2018/19 flu season in our country, 8,676 people died from the flu. INCLUDING children.

- THIS season however, 8,174 people died in 2019/20 with and or of COVD in Canada.

- 6,620 or about 80% of those deaths were in LTC Facilities! Consisting of people primarily who are over 
the average life expectancy of Canadians (82). Sad but true. Many of which were found with such poor 
hygienic practices, our MILITARY had to take full control over the homes. Hygienic practices so poor that 
the same gloves were used for multiple patients, beds had no linen due to no laundry being done, these 
same employees traveled from one nursing home or group home to another. ( I have personally read the 
15 page Military report, it's horrific)

- That leaves 1,553 total in Canada who died of COVID-19. Many of THESE numbers came from 
institutions such as mental health centers, prisons, and jails. We actually have no comparative studies from 
our government publicly. AKA: No transparency.

- Not one of the deaths have had autopsies. Did they die of COVID-19? Did they die of other diseases and 
just happened to HAVE COVID-19? Nobody actually is telling us. But what we do know is that report after 
report of people entering the hospital for things like heart attack was marked down as COVID-19 on their 
charts. So did 1,553 people actually die of COVID-19?

- ZERO of these deaths were children under the age of 19. ZERO! Accept for the one they just claimed, a 
child that died WITH COVID-19... not from it. Are you starting to see the trend>?

-This leaves the general public with a 0.004% chance of dying of COVID-19 so far this year.

What have we done? Destroyed our small businesses, put our children who are 0% risk in a state of mental 
and physical distress without schooling or critical social interaction at the most important stages of 
development. We have spent OVER 1 Trillion dollars this year, a quarter trillion in just 27 days and as I type 
this we are spending 1 MILLION dollars a minute. Odious debt that will cripple our lives for decades to 
come. Rises in unemployment, government dependence, mental health, depression, suicide and addiction 
rates will all sky rocket... All for a flu.

- 0.004%. Do you know what that even means? If not, you might want to look at your chances of dying for 
every other illness in Canada.

And interestingly enough we have had the lowest number of flu reported this year than ANY OTHER YEAR 
FOR THE PAST NINE YEARS!!! Where did Influenza A and B go all of a sudden
#stopwatchingthenews

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?
pid=1310039401&fbclid=IwAR2r12qejqPk7nIk4enDWZfL1AqlB2L3EOxTNiROOJIEu_PFX6_XFd_Ls6k

https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/flu-influenza/fluwatcher.html
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